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Project: SKY BIKE LANES
Making Metro Manila greener and safer for bikers

Integrating solutions in green transport and energy
Imagine Metro Manila where the air is cleaner, traffic is less chaotic, and you can bike safely anytime of
the day (while producing green energy)? This project is built on that dream.
Massive urbanization demands innovative and integrated solutions. This proposed project recognizes
that in order for cities to become more livable, inclusive, and sustainable, they should allow residents to
enjoy more productive and leisure time rather than agonizing in massive traffic gridlocks. At the same
time, societies should be able to benefit from green technologies such as renewable energies, enabling
them to adapt to climate change as they fulfill sustainable development targets.

How can you help?

Contacts

The realization of this dream begins with
the conduct of a strong feasibility study1.

Mary Anne M. Velas-Suarin

You can help by:

Email mvelas.suarin.projects@gmail.com,

§

§

Responding to and sharing the link of the
survey
found
at
http://goo.gl/forms/fAW4EQ2rfkBOGb143
and
Accepting me as a PhD student so I can work
on this study together with other researchers
who would like to complement my
background.2

What will the study cover?
The study will continue and finalize my preliminary work on the
calculation of expected reduction in motorized traffic volume and
GHG emissions. Moreover, costs of the structure will be
calculated. Finally, its health and economic impacts will be
estimated. A potential offshoot is the development of a software
or online calculator that can automatically estimate the impacts
of sky bike lines in selected Asian cities in terms of vehicle
volume reduction & GHG emissions.

Project Proponent, PhD Aspirant

maryanne.velas-suarin@upou.edu.ph

Linkedin http://ph.linkedin.com/in/meivelas
Survey http://goo.gl/forms/fAW4EQ2rfkBOGb143
Homepage (Project: SKY BIKE LANES)
https://projectskybikelanes.wordpress.com
Architectural imaging (credits)*:
Anders Berensson Architects

Anders Berensson (Founder & Director)
Tel: +46 (0) 73 73 158 21
http://andersberenssonarchitects.com/
*The proponent acknowledges Mr. Berensson and his team
for their valuable support and the initial illustrations for this
proposed intervention. While no formal tie-up had been
arranged, ABA had shared their thoughts & talents pro
bono.

I have done a preliminary work through my master’s special problem (thesis) in the Master of Environment and Natural Resources
Management (MENRM) Program of the University of the Philippines Open University.
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Inclusive mobility is among my interests and advocacy; however, engineering/architecture is not my academic background.
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